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Abstract

This paper describes experiments in the automated analysis of Guarani-Spanish code-switched text as

part of a shared task at IberLEF2023. The submission includes results for all three tasks: (1) language

identification, (2) named-entity classification, and (3) Spanish code classification. A CRF trained on

text features and several neural network approaches using pre-trained multilingual representations

are evaluated. We find that fine-tuning the multilingual representations using unlabeled monolingual

Guarani data is beneficial for all the three tasks, and that multi-task training achieves the best results for

task 2. The systems described here achieved first place in all three tasks. Interestingly, we did not see a

performance boost by replacing multilingual BERT with a pre-trained language model that specifically

targets indigenous languages of the Americas.
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1. Introduction

Code switching, or the use of two or more languages within a single conversation or utterance,

is very common among multilingual individuals [1], and as such the ability to automatically

process, parse, and analyze code-switched language is an area of growing interest in the field

of Natural Language Processing (NLP). With multiple workshops over the years dedicated

to the “Computational processing of linguistic code-switching" [2], research in this area has

explored topics such as language identification at both the token and the utterance/sentence

level [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], code-switch point prediction [8, 9], and named entity and part-of-speech

tagging [10, 11, 12], among others.

As most of the tasks just listed are examples of identifying a sequence of labels for a sequence

of input tokens, they can be modeled with sequence labeling models such as Conditional Random

Fields [13], which until recently has been the favorite algorithm for tasks such as word-level

language identification and part-of-speech tagging [4]. Neural sequence models, such as Long

Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) [14], have also proven to be quite effective [15]. More

recently, since the advent of the Transformer architecture [16], large pre-trained language

models such as BERT [17] have been shown to offer a powerful solution to a number of NLP

problems including sequential word-based labeling. In particular, multilingual pre-trained
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models such as multilingual BERT (mBERT), trained on 104 languages, has been shown to

be effective at a number of cross-lingual learning scenarios, and can be extended to produce

reasonable performance even on languages it was not trained on [18, 19]. The success of

these pre-trained multilingual models, however, is not uniform across languages and tasks, and

performance for a number of low-resource languages does not necessarily benefit from the use

of these models [20, 21]. In the experiments below, we primarily focus on the effectiveness of

leveraging representations from pre-trained multilingual models on a set of tasks analyzing

code switching between a high- (Spanish) and low-resource (Guarani) language.

We describe experiments and results for all three tasks of the Guarani-Spanish Code Switching

Analysis [22] (The team name associated with the submissions described in this paper is ITML
(Inclusive technologies for marginalised languages), and the user name that appears on the

leaderboard is pughrob) at IberLEF2023 [23], namely (1) word-level language identification,

which involves classifying each token in the input as one of either Spanish, Guarani, mixed,

foreign, named entity, or other (e.g. punctuation and emojis), (2) named-entity classification,

i.e. the further classification of named entities as a person, organization, or location, and (3)

Spanish code classification, which involves determining whether a Spanish word or set of words

constitute a complete code-switch, or are loan words that maintain the syntactic patterning of

Guarani.

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief introduction to

Guarani; in Section 3 we describe the datasets used; in Section 4 we describe the approaches we

took; and finally in Sections 5 and 6 we give results and concluding remarks respectively.

2. Guarani

Guarani is a language of the Tupi-Guarani family spoken by around 6.5 Million people, mostly

in Paraguay, Argentina, Bolivia, and Brazil [24]. Along with Spanish, Guarani is an official

language of Paraguay.

Guarani is an agglutinative and concatenative language. Agglutination implies many mor-

phemes per surface form, with each morpheme having a single meaning (lexical or grammatical),

in contrast to fusional languages. The concatenation of morphemes in Guarani words evokes

phonological processes on the morphological boundaries. The morphology of the language has

both derivational and inflectional affixes; it uses suffixes, prefixes, circumfixes and incorporation

for word formation.

With high levels of bilingualism and language contact, code switching is very common, with

a particular name, jopara, used to refer to use of Guarani that includes a substantial number of

loans from Spanish [25, 26]. Guarani that does not contain unadapted loans is often referred to

as guaraniete. The systems presented in this paper deal primarily with the automated processing

of text produced in the former, highly mixed fashion.

(1) ¿Mo’o
Where

gn

opyta
is

gn

baño?
bathroom?

es

“Where is the bathroom?”



In (1) there is an example of code switching where the first two words are in Guarani, while

the third is in Spanish. In this example, the word baño ‘bathroom’ appears alone, but Spanish

words can also appear with Guarani morphology. For example in (2) from [27] the Spanish verb

socorrer ‘help’ is inflected with two Guarani affixes o- the third person agreement morph and

-ta the future tense morph.

(2) ¿Máva
Who

gn

piko
qst

gn

o
sg3

gn

socorréta
help-fut

mix

ichupe?
him/her?

gn

“Who will help her?”

3. Data

The dataset, provided by the shared task organizers, consists of a total of 1,500 sentences, split

into a train/dev/test split of 1,140/180/180, in CONLL-U format. The labels for each of the three

tasks are combined into a single tag. Each token has a language identification label, one of es
(Spanish), gn (Guarani), ne (Named Entity), mix (combination of Guarani and Spanish, such as a

Spanish root with Guarani morphology), foreign (neither Spanish nor Guarani), or other (e.g.

punctuation, url, or emoji). Each token tagged as ne has an additional label corresponding to the

named entity classification shared task, either per (person), loc (location), or org (organization).

These labels follow the BIO tagging schema. For tokens tagged as es, a subset of them are further

tagged with one of two “Spanish code classifications", which describe the extent to which spans

of Spanish words are loans that behave syntactically more like Guarani words (“unadapted loan"

ul), or constitute a shift to Spanish, including Spanish syntax (“change in code" cc). Importantly,

while in theory every span of words labeled as es belongs to one of these two categories, only

a subset of the spans were labeled in the data. Figure 1 shows an example sentence from the

training data.

Figure 1: An example from the training data in CONLL-U format. The labels for all three tasks are
combined into a single label column. gn=“Guarani"; es=“Spanish"; ne=“Named entity"; ul=“Unadapted
Loan"; per=“Person"; org=“Organization". See [22] for a more in-depth description of the data.



4. Experiments

We experimented with 5 approaches to modeling the three tasks: a CRF model trained on

naive textual features, and 4 neural network systems that fine-tuned the representations of

multilingual pre-trained transformer models for the three tasks. For the transformer-based

models, we used the MaChAmp toolkit [28].

4.1. CRF

As a way to benchmark the performance of relatively simple and computationally-inexpensive

model architecture, we trained a Conditional Random Field using the same set of naive textual

features for all three tasks. For each word in the input, we use the lower-cased word, and

case information (e.g. whether the word is in title case). Following substantial research finding

the utility of characters in language identification [29, 30, 31], we also extract a number of

character-based features to train on, including prefixes and suffixes up to length 5, and character

bigrams and trigrams. For a given word, these features were calculated for itself as well as

the immediately-adjacent words. We trained the CRF on these features using pycrfsuite
(https://github.com/scrapinghub/python-crfsuite), training a separate model for each task.

4.2. Fine-tuning multilingual BERT (mBERT)

The use of pre-trained models, which have learned potentially useful textual representations

and can be fine-tuned for a specific task with annotated data, has proven effective across a wide

range of tasks in NLP. In particular, multilingual models such as multilingual BERT (mBERT)

[17] and XLM and [32] have been shown to perform at or near state of the art results in some

“low-resource language" scenarios.

Although Guarani was not included in the mBERT training data, mBERT was trained on

Spanish and a number of languages related to Spanish. Thus the resulting representations

may still be valuable for dealing with Spanish and Guarani data. We fine-tune the mBERT

representations (specifically, the bert-base-multilingual-cased model) by adding task-

specific decoders for each of the three tasks and updating the mBERT weights at the same time

as the decoder weights. For the language identification task, the decoder is a fully-connected

layer on each of the tokens output by the transformer model. For the remaining two tasks,

which involve span classification, we use a CRF decoder in order to ensure that the output

conforms to the BIO tagging schema.

4.3. Multitask learning with mBERT (mBERT-MTT)

Given the relative low data volume for the three tasks, we were interested in investigating

whether multitask training, wherein we update the mBERT parameters and the parameters

of all three task-specific decoders simultaneously. The motivation for this is the apparent

overlap among the three tasks. Both task 2, named-entity classification, and task 3, Spanish code

classification, are related to task 1 (language identification), since this involved the identification

of both named entities and Spanish words in text. It therefore seems reasonable that updates to

the parameters for any of these three tasks could improve performance on another.

https://github.com/scrapinghub/python-crfsuite


4.4. Two-stage fine-tuning of mBERT with unlabeled data (mBERT-2SF)

Since, as mentioned above, Guarani was not included in the mBERT training data, we also

tried two-stage fine tuning [33], where mBERT is first fine-tuned on the entirety of Guarani

wikipedia using a masked language modeling task. The weights in the resulting language model

are then further fine-tunes for each specific task. We extracted a plaintext version of the Guarani

Wikipedia from a database dump (Wikipedia only, i.e. excluding wikibooks and wiktionary)

using the WikiExtractor.py script from the Guampa toolkit [34].

4.5. IndT5: a pre-trained model targeting indigenous languages of the
Americas (IndT5)

Since multilingual pre-trained models generally underperform on languages that they were not

trained on, [35] attempted to fine-tune one such model on a number of indigenous languages of

the America. Using the masked language modeling task, the transformer model was trained

on data from 10 indigenous languages of the Americas and Spanish. Subsequent experiments

showed modest performance improvements on a machine translation task as a result. We

hypothesized that using this model in place of standard mBERT, and further updating its

parameters during training (task and language-specific fine-tuning), would result in increased

performance.

5. Results

The results of our 5 systems on the three tasks can be found in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

With the exception of the CRF model, all of our systems out-performed the baseline with

respect to the weighted F1 score.

The CRF model did perform better than the baseline on the language identification task,

but not on the other two tasks. This fact is likely the result of feature selection, in that we

primarily chose features based on the language identification literature, and used the same

feature sets for all three tasks. The exceptionally poor performance of this model on task 3,

Spanish code classification, is likely due to the fact possible that the CRF model features, which

only include a one-word context on either side, do not contain enough information to make

syntactic determinations (at least perhaps not without ample training examples, which this task

certainly did not have).

The mBERT, mBERT-2SF, mBERT-MTT, and IndT5 systems all performed relatively similarly,

and all would have achieved first place in the shared task for all three tasks. The two-stage

fine-tuning approach (mBERT-2SF yielded the best results for the language identification and

Spanish code classification tasks, whereas the multi-task approach (mBERT-MTT ) achieved

the highest weighted F1 score for the named entity classification task. Since named entity

classification is closely related to named entity identification, we suspect that simultaneously

training on language identification allows the model to learn patterns from the related task

with more labeled data, improving performance. Interestingly, however, we do not observe a

similar improvement when using multi-task training on the Spanish code classification task.



System description Precision Recall F1
Baseline 0.733

CRF 0.788 0.804 0.795
mBERT 0.934 0.936 0.935
mBERT-MTT 0.917 0.925 0.917
mBERT-2SF 0.937 0.940 0.938
IndT5 0.930 0.931 0.930

Table 1
Weighted Precision, Recall, and F1 scores on the test data for Task 1, language identification. The
baseline for this task selects the most frequent category for each word in the training corpus, and
selects other if the word is not in the training data. The best-performing model on this task uses
2-stage fine-tuning, by first fine-tuning mBERT on Guarani text with the masked language modeling
objective, and subsequently fine-tuning on the task itself. This is the only task for which the CRF model
performs better than the baseline. CRF=conditional random field with textual features; mBERT=fine-
tuning multilingual BERT; mBERT-MTT=multi-task training, i.e. updating weights for all three tasks
simultaneously; mBERT-2SF=2-stage fine-tuning of multilingual BERT; IndT5=fine-tuning the IndT5
transformer model.

System description Precision Recall F1

Baseline 0.495

CRF 0.537 0.360 0.431
mBERT 0.708 0.680 0.693
mBERT-MTT 0.700 0.724 0.712
mBERT-2SF 0.739 0.670 0.703
IndT5 0.693 0.690 0.691

Table 2
Weighted Precision, Recall, and F1 scores on the test data for Task 2, named entity classification. The
baseline for this task chooses the most frequent named entity class from the training data based on the
first word in the span, and chooses per if it was not seen in the training data. This was the only task that
seemed to benefit from multi-task training, though the 2-stage fine-tuning model also performs relatively
similarly, and achieving better weighted Precision. We did not submit the results of mBERT-MTT to
the shared task in time for the official evaluation, thus our official submission includes only the results
of mBERT-2SF. CRF=conditional random field with textual features; mBERT=fine-tuning multilingual
BERT; mBERT-MTT=multi-task training, i.e. updating weights for all three tasks simultaneously; mBERT-
2SF=2-stage fine-tuning of multilingual BERT; IndT5=fine-tuning the IndT5 transformer model.

Curiously, although we see improved performance when fine-tuning on Guarani text first,

the Ind5T model, which was fine-tuned in the same way (using masked language modeling)

specifically on indigenous languages of the Americas including Guarani, consistently under-

performs the mBERT-based models (with the exception of the language identification task, where

it only out-performs the mBERT-MTT model). We suspect that this is due to two factors. First,

the languages used for fine-tuning the IndT5 model, despite all being from the Americas, despite

a shared contact with Latin-American Spanish, do not have significant genetic or typological

overlap. Second, the dataset sizes used in fine-tuning are small with respect to large language



model training. We hypothesize that a similar approach would be more effective if either (1) the

languages selected for fine-tuning were more similar (e.g. a model fine-tuned exclusively on

languages in long-standing areal contact such as those of Mesoamerica, or members of the same

language family), or (2) there were significantly more data for each language during fine-tuning.

System description Precision Recall F1

Baseline 0.220

CRF 0.375 0.015 0.029
mBERT 0.504 0.292 0.370
mBERT-MTT 0.439 0.302 0.358
mBERT-2SF 0.528 0.322 0.400
IndT5 0.470 0.233 0.311

Table 3
Weighted Precision, Recall, and F1 scores on the test data for Task 3, Spanish code classification. The
baseline for this task chooses the most frequent class from the training data based on the first word
of the span, and chooses cc if not seen in the training data. Here, the 2-stage fine-tuning model
again achieves the highest weighted F1 score. CRF=conditional random field with textual features;
mBERT=fine-tuning multilingual BERT; mBERT-MTT=multi-task training, i.e. updating weights for all
three tasks simultaneously; mBERT-2SF=2-stage fine-tuning of multilingual BERT; IndT5=fine-tuning
the IndT5 transformer model.

6. Conclusion

We have presented results of a CRF and a number of neural network sequence models us-

ing pre-trained multilingual transformers for analyzing Guarani-Spanish code-switched texts.

Our results suggest that using a pre-trained multilingual model such as mBERT and using

monolingual data to fine-tune it before training it on the task of interest, can be effective for

languages that the model was not trained on, but for which a substantial volume of text data

exists. In future work, we are interested in expanding this approach by leveraging the output of

a morphological analyzer (such as [36] for Guarani) to fine-tune on the task of morphological

analysis and/or generation.

We also found that IndT5, a model trained specifically to handle indigenous languages of

the Americas and which was trained on Guarani, generally under-performed the other models

in our experiments. We suspect this is due to the relatively low volume of data available for

the 10 languages it was trained on compounded by the fact that the languages do not have

enough typological similarity for them to learn much from one another (without significantly

larger datasets). The code and configuration files are provided to facilitate replicability of the

experiments described here (https://github.com/Lguyogiro/es-gn-analysis).
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